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up food stalls and a grand opening party with DJ’s and live bands set within the unique courtyard of the baroque
Charlottenborg Palace, all brought together through the collective support of the exhibiting galleries.

To mark CHART as an absolute feast for the arts, the weekend kicked off with a grand opening party. An array
of Danish and international musicians played into the night providing an exclusive music event for the public to
attend. Making up the program were: Iceage, Cancer, Jenny Wilson + Special guest, Darkness Falls, Kasper Bjørke,
Djuna Barnes, Steen Jørgensen, Sun Foot, To\To, William Pym / Nis Bysted, Synd og Skam and Dorit Chrysler.
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To mark CHART as an absolute feast for the arts, the weekend kicked off with a grand opening party. An array
of Danish and international musicians played into the night providing an exclusive music event for the public to
attend. Making up the program were: Iceage, Cancer,
Jenny Wilson
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Djuna Barnes, Steen Jørgensen, Sun Foot, To\To, William Pym / Nis Bysted, Synd og Skam and Dorit Chrysler.

Background

CHART was created in 2013 with the vision of strengthening the role of the Nordic countries in
the international art market. Through creative alliances across art, design, gastronomy, music,
architecture and business, CHART has distinguished itself as an important international platform
for art in the Nordic region. The grand exhibition spaces of Charlottenborg Kunsthal allow us to
present art as it should be seen, breaking the convention of art fair booths, providing a welcoming
platform for exhibiting and viewing art within the Nordic region. CHART offers something more; an
ambitious international talks and performance program, solo shows and curated projects,
innovative pop-up food stalls and a grand opening party with DJ’s and live bands set within the
unique courtyard of the baroque Charlottenborg Palace, all brought together through the
collective support of the exhibiting galleries.

Special Projects
CHART is far from being a traditional art fair, we strive to create a variety of activities and
experiences open to all. These special projects, as mentioned previously is achieved through
partnerships with creative alliances accross different expertise.
To open the fair we hold a Grand Opening Party showcasing an array of Danish and International
bands and DJs.
Throughout the weekend there is a scheduled performance and talks programme. 2014 saw
performances from artists such as Matthew Stone and Lilibeth Cuenca Rasmussen and talks held by
Olafur Eliasson, Elmgreen & Dragset and Keith Tyson amoung others.
Bjarke Ingels and Jeppe Hein participated in our student architecture competition whereby 7 teams of
young architects and designers built a number of innovative stalls which presented some of
Copenhagen’s gastronomic spearheads; L’Esprit du Vin, Ché Fé, Altelier September, Restaurant Pluto,
Søren K and Condesa Bar & Spiseri.
Aside from the exhibiting galleries we also show a number of special works, Bjørn Nørgaard, Olafur
Eliasson and Lawrence Weiner have all contributed pieces in previous years.

Atmosphere

Partners

CHART is working with several key-partners for the fair. The ambition is not just to have the
partner supporting the fair economically but to seek a collaboration whereby the partner
becomes an involved member of the fairs creation. The idea is built on the Nordic
tradition of unity.
CHART seeks to form and build strong relationships with our partners enabling a
cohesive collaboration whereby we work together to form and realise our ideas. We also
strive to maintain these relationships over a longer period not just for one fair but
something that we can build on anually.
CHART facilitates a number of events and dinners for our partners offering the opportunity
for interaction, networking and the sharing of ideas between all

Galleries + Sponsors 2014
CHART | ART FAIR Exhibiting Galleries 2014:
VI, VII (NO), ANDERSEN’S CONTEMPORARY (DK), GALLERI ANDERSSON/SANDSTRÖM (SE), GALERIE ANHAVA (FI), ANNAELLEGALLERY (SE), GALLERI BO BJERGGAARD (DK), CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN (DK), CHRISTIAN LARSEN (SE), DAVID RISLEY GALLERY (DK), EDITION COPENHAGEN (DK), ELASTIC GALLERY (SE), GALERIE FORSBLOM (FI), JOHAN BERGGREN
GALLERY (SE), GALLERI NICOLAI WALLNER (DK), NIELS BORCH JENSEN GALLERY AND EDITIONS (DK), NILS STÆRK (DK),
GALERIE NORDENHAKE (DE/SE), i8 GALLERY (IS), GALLERI MAGNUS KARLSSON (SE), MARTIN ASBÆK GALLERY (DK), OSL
CONTEMPORARY (NO), PETER LAV GALLERY (DK), PEDER LUND (NO), SPECTA (DK), GALLERI SUSANNE OTTESEN (DK),
GALLERY TAIK PERSONS (DE/FI), V1 GALLERY (DK)

FOUNDING GALLERIES

GALLERI SUSANNE OTTESEN, GALLERI BO BJERGGAARD, V1 GALLERY,
ANDERSEN’S CONTEMPORARY, DAVID RISLEY GALLERY
FAIR DIRECTOR

Simon Friese
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